Join us as we create a winter wonderland snowscape using painted snow we can create ourselves! Using very few materials, like construction paper, glue, and shaving cream, this three-dimensional landscape is a great sensory based activity that is just as fun to create as it is to look at!

Gather materials:
- Colored Construction Paper (preferably blue & green)
- 1/4 Cup Glue
- 1/4 Cup Shaving Cream
- Paint Brush
- Measuring Cup
- Mixing Bowl
- Paper Towels
- Popsicle Stick (optional)

Measure out 1/4 cup of shaving cream and place it inside the mixing bowl.
Measure out 1/4 cup of liquid glue and add it into the mixing bowl.

Using a paintbrush or spoon, mix the two ingredients together until you get a fluffy consistency.

Pick a color from the construction paper to be your background. We chose the color blue. On the lower half of your colored construction paper, paint a horizontal line with your white puffy paint.

Push your puffy paint around to create texture and movement in the snow. Make sure that you cover the entire bottom section. Using a popsicle stick you can push the snow around to make hills and slopes.
Choose another color construction paper for your trees. We chose green. Tear small triangles about two to three inches tall. By tearing the trees, you get a very natural looking edge, but if you'd like you can also use scissors.

Your puffy snow paint can also be used as glue, so add a few dots to the back of each tree. Then place them sitting on top of the snow. Make sure the bottom is pushed into the snow to make it look realistic.

Make different size trees, some tall, short, thin and skinny, and place them all over your landscape.

Using a paintbrush, you can create a snowman by making three puffy dots on top of each other.
Paint the top of each tree with puffy snow paint to create snowcapped trees.

Dip the back of your paintbrush into the puffy paint and dab the back of your paintbrush into the sky for perfectly circled snowballs!

Let your painting dry overnight and then touch the puffy areas with your finger. The snow stays fluffy!